SLAA HOW ANOREXIA
MONDAY’S 6pm Uk Time
Trailblazers Zoom Video Meeting

MEETING INFORMATION.
• Monday 6pm-7.30pm Uk Time to check your time zone go
to: www.worldtimebuddy.com
• SLAA HOW Anorexia Trailblazers Zoom Video Meeting is a video group
meeting of Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous www.slaauk.org
• Video meeting – go to Zoom.us. Click on Join meeting and enter ID:
304-051-266
• Email: slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com with any questions.
• This meeting is conducted via video-conference. Detailed instructions
can be accessed here.
• To make a 7th Tradition contribution to SLAA Trailblazers please use
PayPal sending your contribution to slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com

MEETING SERVICE POSITIONS.
(Host, Co-Host, Secretary and Chairperson Services require 14 days SLAA HOW Sobriety. Additionally Host and
Co-Host service positions require be known to Zoom community for minimum of 2 months.)
Host : Signs into the SLAA Trailblazers Account and opens the meeting room. Selects a Co-Host and Secretary for
the meeting. Makes a reminder that there be a business meeting at end of Week 1. Greet Newcomers along
with the rest of the group. Makes sure that people are muted during the meeting.
Co-Host+ Screen Sharer : Shares Screen for meeting participants. Also if possible can share readings screen if
they have the readings in eBook format and another computer format.

Secretary: Starts and ends the meeting. Takes the business meeting on the first week of the month and selects
Chairperson and Timekeeper for the meeting.
Chairperson: Chooses timekeeper for the meeting. Reminds everyone to keep their microphone muted unless
sharing. Selects first member to share from the IM box.

Timekeeper: Times the readings or main shares. Start timer after the person has introduced themselves and
gives a 1 minute warning before wrapping up the share and then Time.

CONNECTION INFORMATION
The SLAA HOW Anorexia Trailblazers Zoom Video Meeting uses a web conferencing system, so all you need is any PC, Mac, iPhone,
smartphone, iPad or tablet with a camera, microphone and speakers attached and turned on to participate. Group conscious has asked that
we all keep video enabled when we are on. Well before the meeting, go to http://zoom.us and create a free account. To protect your
anonymity DO NOT log in via Facebook or Google, even if the site suggests this, just use your first name and first letter of your last name,
e.g., “Jackie J.”
The SLAA HOW Anorexia Trailblazers Zoom Video Meetings are held each Monday and last for 1 hour and 30 minutes, from 6pm until
7.30pm UK Time , which in the US is typically 10am PACIFIC TIME and 1pm EASTERN TIME, except for a few weeks each year, as Europe and
US changes to and from daylight saving time on different dates. To determine the current time, please go to: www.worldtimebuddy.com and
compare your local time to 6pm UK Time.

A few minutes before it is time for the meeting to start, go to http://zoom.us click on “join meeting,” and enter meeting ID:

304-051-266
We have room for a maximum of 20 participants. If there is enough demand, we may add additional meetings in the future. Some may wish
to remain after the formal meeting to chat, share on topics, answer questions, and exchange email or phone contacts where this is safe for
you to do. We encourage all to stay for general fellowship time. We use e-mail, phone calls and slaasupport@yahoogroups.com between
meetings to support each other, we encourage you to share your contact details only with members who are safe contacts for you.

The Seventh Tradition states we are self-supporting through our own contributions . Your contributions go towards Group Expenses such a
Zoom.us, group e-literature, a group website and Fellowship World Wide Services (http://www.slaafws.org). Be mindful of your own needs
first, and give only as you can. Please use PayPal sending your contribution to slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com
We look forward to meeting you and working the SLAA HOW Anorexia program with you.

INTRODUCTION.
{Ask for a Co-Host} [At 6pm UK Time]
Secretary: Welcome to the Monday SLAA HOW Anorexia Trailblazers Zoom Video Meeting of Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous. This
meeting lasts for 1 hour and 30 minutes.
[ANNOUNCEMENT for the months of March and October when close to Daylight Savings Time changes say: “Please note that Europe and US change to
and from daylight saving time on different dates. The meeting is at 6PM UK Time, the Local Time of the Meeting May Change for you please go to
www.worldtimebuddy.com to check the time.]

My name is.................... I am a sex and love anorexic and the secretary for this meeting. This is a closed meeting, meaning than only
those desiring to stop living out a pattern of sex and love anorexia may attend. It is requested that there be NO Smoking (including ecigarettes), Food or Alcohol to be consumed during the meeting.
By group conscious, you are asked to keep your video on during the meeting. It also requested that we show respect regarding our
appearance so as not offend other members. Our Zoom meeting etiquette asks that we be seated upright (not sitting or lying on a
bed), central, have sufficient light and faces visible to the camera. Please can we also refrain from engaging in any activity that might
distract others and create background noise. If it is possible, may we try to create a quiet and safe place to be present. In Zoom, you
can use the “Gallery View” in the upper right hand corner to see everyone at the same time. Since this meeting is conducted via video
connection, we will conduct it like a regular face to face meeting. We have room for a maximum of 20 participants. Please accept our
apologies if the meeting is full.

SERENITY PRAYER.
The video will focus on you after you begin to talk, or if any noise comes from your connection. Please sit close to the microphone,
and speak loud enough, so that all may hear what you have to share. Please mute your line using the button on zoom, if you are not
sharing. The Meeting Host may mute your line if needed, and may change your screen name for you.
I hope you will find in this Fellowship the help and friendship I have been privileged to enjoy. Let's open the meeting with a
moment of silence to remember who we are, why we are here and the addicts who still suffer both inside and outside of these
rooms, as well as those who have died as a result of this disease.
Please unmute your microphone and join me in Serenity Prayer.

God grant me the serenity,
to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.

Would the host please read?

WHAT IS ANOREXIA?

Host: In Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous, we suffer from addiction to sex, love, relationship,
fantasy, romance, and co-dependency. However, there is still another addiction some of us suffer from:
Anorexia. As an eating disorder, anorexia is defined as the compulsive avoidance of food. In the area of
sex and love, anorexia has a similar definition: Anorexia is the compulsive avoidance of giving
or receiving social, sexual, emotional and spiritual nourishment.
Some of us may not have had sex or been in a close personal relationship in years. Or we may be in
partnerships but find it difficult to be emotionally close. We may be the members in SLAA HOW
Anorexia who seldom speak in meetings, disappearing the instant the meeting is over. Or we may be
those who, outside meetings, are barely social. Or we may be the kind who do not have intimate
friendships. We may have many acquaintances but no one we’re really close to. Or we may have close
relations with only certain people, our children, say, but keep our distance from anyone else. There are
many other varieties of anorectics as well. But whichever kind we are, all of us in some important way
have distanced ourselves from experiencing love. We found that we could not change it; we understood
we were addicted to it.
Anorexia is a great disguiser. It can look like natural shyness or modesty or reserve. Even when hidden
under extroversion or charm, anorexia often maintains a quiet, status quo state. It can even put on the
face of spiritual purity. And neutral or vivid, it can go on for years unsuspected…
Reading continues...

Reading continues...
Host: One day, however, we anorectics begin to realise that we have been living our lives for a long time
without love. We observe the absence of closeness in certain areas of our lives and we observe that we
are engaged in a policy of dread of others, and a strategy to keep them at bay. Whether our anorexia is
social, sexual, emotional or spiritual, we awaken to the fact that we are not experiencing the giving and
receiving of love that is so precious to human life.
Having become aware of this lack of love In our lives, we may then have tried to change our conduct. If
we found we could not change it, we may come to understand we are addicted to it: it was conduct we
repeatedly engaged in and could not stop despite its consequences.
Anorexia is a part of sex and love addiction and the SLAA HOW Anorexia meeting is a place for
anorectics to be heard, and to hear, in turn, about the addiction of anorexia and about recovery from it.
Here we discover what the recovery process is for each of us. You are never alone.
Secretary: Thank you. I will now hand the meeting over to……………… to chair today’s meeting.

CROSS-TALK STATEMENT.
Chairperson: Thank you _______. My name is……………….. I am a sex and love anorexic and the
Chairperson for this meeting. It is our hope you will find in this Fellowship the help and
friendship we have been privileged to enjoy.
In this meeting, It is requested that we refrain from Cross Talk which is defined as: the offering of
advice, interrupting, holding a conversation on the side, disputing, commenting upon or
responding to another's share. These guidelines also apply to the use of the 'Chat Window’.
Please limit your sharing to your experience in SLAA HOW Anorexia refraining from using "YOU"
or "WE" using “I" or "ME" instead.
Please keep your sharing to SLAA HOW Anorexia related topics refraining from reference to
other fellowships by name and therapists or authors by name. Please refrain from explicit
reference to sexual practices as others in the group may be triggered into acting out. We
encourage you to share with your sponsor or a trusted outreach partner those practices which
cause you shame, as this will deprive them of the power that is in their secrecy.
Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, we must feel safe in order to speak
freely within this fellowship so the principle we agree to strictly abide by is: Who you see here,
what you hear here, when you leave here, let it stay here.

CHAIRPERSON READS FIRST TWO, OTHER VOLUNTEERS SHARE READING TWO AT A TIME:

THE 12 STEPS OF SLAA HOW ANOREXIA (non SLAA approved).
1. We admitted we were powerless over sexual, social, emotional anorexia - that our lives had become
unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood God.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
5. Admitted to God, to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.
7. Humbly asked God to remove our shortcomings.
8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.
9. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.
10.Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it.
11.Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with a Power greater than
ourselves, praying only for knowledge of God's will for us and the power to carry that out.
12.Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to sex and love
addicts and to practice these principles in all areas of our lives.

Would someone please read the Tradition of the Month from The 12 traditions of SLAA?

THE 12 TRADITIONS OF SLAA.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon S.L.A.A. unity.
For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority -- a loving God as this Power may be expressed through our
group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not govern.
The only requirement for S.L.A.A. membership is a desire to stop living out a pattern of sex and love addiction. Any two or
more persons gathered together for mutual aid in recovering from sex and love addiction may call themselves an S.L.A.A.
group, provided that as a group they have no other affiliation.
Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or S.L.A.A. as a whole.
Each group has but one primary purpose -- to carry its message to the sex and love addict who still suffers.
An S.L.A.A. group or S.L.A.A. as a whole ought never endorse, finance, or lend the S.L.A.A. name to any related facility or
outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, or prestige divert us from our primary purpose.
Every S.L.A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.
S.L.A.A. should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service centres may employ special workers.
S.L.A.A. as such ought never be organized; but we may create service boards or committees directly responsible to those
they serve.
S.L.A.A. has no opinion on outside issues; hence the S.L.A.A. name ought never be drawn into public controversy.
Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at
the level of press, radio, TV, film, and other public media. We need guard with special care the anonymity of all fellow
S.L.A.A. members.
Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before personalities.

WEEKLY READINGS..
Chairperson: We will now read:
WEEK 1: Hang-Ups (SLIDE 13)
WEEK 2: Additive and Deprivation Behaviours (SLIDE 14)
WEEK 3: Poor Self Esteem, Depression and Anxiety (SLIDE 15)
WEEK 4: Trauma in Early Family Life (SLIDE 16)
WEEK 5: Avoidance of Intimacy (SLIDE 17)

Would someone please read?

HANG UPS (FEAR).

Many of the participants shared a fear of sexual pleasure and indicated that they
were full of fear and sexual self-doubt. The following are some of the fears they
expressed in their responses:
• Fear of intimacy of “connection” with others
• Fear of engulfment, “suffocation,” loss of self, or death
• Fear of intense feelings (which have been suppressed)
• Fear of being visible or seen for one’s self
• Fear of one’s sexuality
• Fear of being attracted to someone
• Fear of starting or exiting a relationship

Would someone please read?

ADDICTIVE AND DEPRIVATION BEHAVIORS
Used to decrease pain (numbing out) or increase pleasure (getting a hit) Sexual
anorexia has been described as the flip side of sexual addiction. It’s elusive, often
masking itself behind other compulsive and deprivation behaviors. The responders
consistently indicated that the fear hides behind avoidance schemes or other selfprotective mechanisms. Their responses showed that sexual anorexia can wear many
masks; the following are some of the behaviors they use to compensate:
•
•
•
•
•

Isolation strategies for self-comfort
A vivid fantasy life (in private)
Pornography, voyeurism, masturbation, etc.
Cross-addictions – food, money, drugs, alcohol, hoarding, TV, Internet, etc.
Sexual promiscuity or acting out (with unavailable people)

Would someone please read?

POOR SELF-ESTEEM, DEPRESSION, AND ANXIETY.
Like food anorexics, sexual anorexics starve themselves in the midst of plenty. Many of the
participants indicated that they feel a sense of acute alienation and loss of self. The following
are some of the issues mentioned by the responders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deprivation (sexually, emotionally, etc.)
Self-belittling and judgment
Perfectionism
Grandiosity or inferiority extremes
Hiding from life and light
Loneliness
Stuck emotions
“Nothing ventured, nothing gained” thinking and acting

Would someone please read?

TRAUMA IN EARLY FAMILY LIFE.
Anorexia is usually rooted in childhood trauma. If a person is traumatized as a child
they tend to have no control; in order to lessen the trauma, sexual anorexics may
become adverse to sex and their own sexuality. The responders, both men and
women, indicated that trauma was present in their childhood histories, including the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boundary violations
Sexual shaming
Emotional neglect and abuse (needs not met)
Sexual and/or physical abuse
Deprivation leading to addictive strategies in later life
Loss (death) of family members

Would someone please read?

AVOIDANCE OF INTIMACY

In the S.L.A.A. literature, anorexic members make this observation: “We anorexics begin to realize that
we have been living our lives for a long time without love. We observe the absence of closeness in
certain areas of our lives and we observe that we engage in dread of others and a strategy to keep
them at bay. Having become aware of this we may have tried to change our conduct. If we found we
could not change, we may have come to understand we are addicted to it: it was conduct we
repeatedly engaged in and could not stop despite the consequences.” These are some of the methods
used by the responders to avoid intimacy with themselves and others:
• Intellectualizing (using anorexia as an excuse to act-out sexually, inability to find a balance between
need to rejuvenate and wanting to isolate out of fear of being visible, etc.)
• Distancing strategies (avoidance of dating, avoidance of intimate friendships, behaving in a grandiose
or inferior manner, avoidance of the company of others, withdrawal or isolation from partner, etc.)
• Addictive behaviors (masturbating, fantasizing, intrigue, overeating and all other addictions etc.)
• Using safety mechanisms, i.e. operating automatically (making oneself “small” and “unseen” in
group situations, keeping secrets, pretending to be “to busy” all the time, etc.)
• Addictive obsession with unavailable people.

INTRODUCTIONS & FEELINGS CHECK.
Chairperson: Now is the time in which we introduce ourselves by our first names. Please let us know
where you are joining us from and how you are feeling at this moment. This is not the time for general
sharing that will come later please be brief. If this is your first SLAA HOW Meeting please let us know so
that we may welcome you?
(Allow all present to introduce themselves)
Email and phone calls are supportive of everyone. We encourage members to share contact details with
members of the group who are safe for you at the end of the meeting.
Service is a program tool. Will you please sign up to chair a meeting? Email slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com
if you are willing to chair a meeting. (Host will post this email in the chat window)
Business meetings are held on the first Monday of each month, immediately following the recovery
meeting. Here we will discuss possible important changes to our meetings.
Email slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com to have an item added to the agenda, and then attend the Business
meeting. Please feel free to attend to have your say.

STEPPING UP.
Chairperson: Please unmute and reveal if anyone is stepping up today?
(If yes, please read the following) We ask the group to join us as we celebrate another example
of the miracles that abound in SLAA HOW. This portion of the meeting is known as “Stepping
Up”. Sponsor and sponsee share for two minutes each. The timekeeper will keep time with a 2
minute time limit and will unmute his/her microphone and give a warning after 1 minute with
one minute to wrap up.
Thank you.

Would (sponsor) _________ like to share?
Would (sponsee) _________ like to share?
(Clap for sponsor and sponsee.)

MILESTONES.
Chairperson: Please unmute and reveal if anyone here is celebrating their first 60 days
of SLAA HOW sobriety?... 90 days?... 6 months?... 9 months?... 1 year or longer?

(If yes please read the following, otherwise skip to the next slide) Please un-mute and
join me in celebrating this SLAA HOW sobriety milestone. (Clap for the member.)
Please re-mute your microphone.

Would someone who has completed Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the HOW
programme please read the short version of:

THE HOW CONCEPTS AND TOOLS.
The Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous H.O.W. Concept has been formed to offer the sex & love addict (who accepts the twelve steps
and twelve traditions as a program of recovery) a disciplined and structured approach. The SLAA H.O.W. groups have been formed in
the belief that our disease is absolute and therefore only absolute acceptance of the H.O.W. program will offer any sustained sobriety
to those of us whose compulsion has reached a critical level.
Therefore, the H.O.W. defined bottom-line sobriety; the steps, traditions and tools of recovery are not suggested. Rather, we accept
them as requirements for our recovery. We commit ourselves to a black & white sobriety so that we may deal with the grey areas of
living. In H.O.W. we’ve found that if we commit to using the Tools of Recovery on a daily basis our disease of sex & love addiction can
be arrested one day at a time. Here are the tools as we work them according to the H.O.W. concept:
1. BOTTOM-LINE SOBRIETY: Our willingness to stop acting out in our own bottom-line addictive behaviour on a daily basis.
2. LITERATURE AND WRITING: We use the AA Big Book and the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions as tools of examination and release.
3. TELEPHONE CALLS: We make 4 calls a day – 1 to our sponsor and 3 outreach calls to other SLAA members. The phone is like a
lifeline: we need the contact. It can be like a mini meeting.
4. MEETINGS: We recommend you attend a minimum of 3 meetings per week.
5. PRAYER AND MEDITATION: Our practice of daily prayer and meditation is to develop a relationship with a power greater than
ourselves which can guide and sustain us in recovery.
6. SERVICE: This is freedom from the bondage of self as we work out our solution on an altruistic plane.
7. SPONSORSHIP: A SLAA HOW sponsor is a sex & love addict who has 30 days of continuous sobriety working the SLAA HOW
Concept and has taken the first three steps of the programme.

[If there are no newcomers, Go to next slide]

IF NEWCOMERS ARE PRESENT:
(IF THERE ARE NEWCOMERS TO SLAA HOW) - We welcome you to this meeting. Some of what
you hear here may seem strange but we recommend that you try to listen to the similarities rather
than differences. We also recommend that you attend 6 meetings before deciding whether SLAA
HOW is for you. Please talk to members after the meeting and exchange numbers with members
who constitute safe contacts for you.
For the next 15 minutes, we ask someone to share their experience, strength and hope in recovery
from Sex & Love Anorexia.
Would someone be able to keep time please?
Would _______ like to share please?
(Timekeeper to give warning after 10 minutes, one at the last minute and then time)
[GO TO GETTING CURRENT]

FORMAT.
This meeting is for those who are Social, Sexual or Emotional Anorectics, whether we are Heterosexual, A-Sexual,
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and or Queer. Here we discover what the recovery process is for each of us. We are
not alone.
The purpose of this meeting is also to focus on the topic of healthy relationships with ourselves, God, as we understand
God and others, not to meet prospective romantic or sexual partners. Our message is that the Power of the Twelve Steps
can transform our relationships and our lives.
The format of this meeting alternates weekly:

• Week 1: Step of the Month- SLAA Anorexia Step Workbook [Followed by Business
Meeting] (SLIDE 24)
• Week 2: ʹDimensions of Healthy Sexualityʹ by P. Carnes (Non-SLAA Approved) (SLIDE 27)
• Week 3: Characteristics of Healthy Partners (SLIDE 34)
• Week 4:Characteristics of Sex and Love Anorexia (SLIDE 35)
or Sexual Anorexia (SLIDE 36)
• Week 5: 50 Healthy Relationship Questions (SLIDE 37) or 50 Anorexia Diagnostic
Questions (SLIDE 38)

WEEK 1.

STEP OF THE MONTH- SLAA
ANOREXIA STEP WORKBOOK.

Chairperson: Would someone please read the introduction to the SLAA Anorexia Step Workbook?

INTRODUCTION.
For those of us in SLAA who struggle with emotional, social, and/or sexual anorexia, working the Twelve Steps of Sex
and Love Addicts Anonymous can be hard. It requires that we be vulnerable, which the anorexic part of us resists at
all cost, while the healthy part of us desperately wants a new way of living. We become willing to work the Steps
because of the promise that they can lead us to a freedom many of us have never known.
Working the steps helps us to be more vulnerable to ourselves, to others, and to the world; so that we can get the
support we need and have healthy relationships. We learn that we can work with a sponsor or cosponsor and we
don’t have to do everything on our own. We learn that we can have a basic trust in a Higher Power and give up some
of our need to control all the events and feelings in our lives. We begin to break out of our self-imposed prisons and
take some risks.
It helps to know that others have gone before us. We take courage in seeing how they have recovered. We soak up
their experience, strength and hope, and start to see what is possible for us too. We learn that we don’t have to work
the Steps perfectly, because we can always work them again. We also see that there is no shame in getting help. We
no longer have to suffer in silence.

Reading continues...

Reading continues...
Some of us have found that when we work the 12 Steps on our anorexic or avoidant behaviours, we get stuck or confused. We
need all the help we can get from others, because there are some potentially big pitfalls to overcome. At times, many of us will
experience overwhelming grief while working the Steps. This is not unusual, because the grieving process is a healthy part of
recovery.
Many of us have experienced significant loss, including key relationships. In our old way of living we covered up our loss through
compulsive isolation and shame. Stepping out and living a new way of life requires us to finally face pain that we were previously
unable to face. This grief work takes time and gentleness on our part. We cannot control it; nor should we try. We have spent far
too long trying to control and hide our feelings, and look where that got us! Now, we can let a power greater than ourselves
show us the way through.
It is also important to remember that the Steps are actually principles designed to be applied over and over again in our lives.
They are not a ‘to-do’ list to be checked off once and never visited again. We should always be working on one step or another,
and maybe several at once.
By approaching the Steps in this way, we gain the freedom to work the Steps differently with different issues. There is not a onesize-fits-all way of working the steps. It may make sense, for example, to address a single issue through the steps, rather than
address every issue at once. Sometimes moving one issue forward allows us to remove a block that’s preventing us working on
other parts of our lives. It may also help to use different approaches to working the steps in SLAA that are more appropriate to
anorexia.
When we experience resistance to uncovering issues, sometimes it’s helpful simply to take care of ourselves, like going to bed
early or getting out of the house. There are many ways around resistance. We can have faith that answers will come to us as we
seek them

Chairperson: We will now read the step of the month from the SLAA Anorexia Workbook.
Steps corresponding to month (i.e. Jan-Step 1, Feb-Step 2 etc..)
Readings will be read in full. After the reading, there will be time for sharing on the review
questions relating to the step of the month.
The Co-Host with copy and paste the relevant review questions into the CHAT window for all
participants.
Who would like to start reading?

[GO TO GETTING CURRENT-SLIDE 39]

WEEK 2.

ʹ DIMENSIONS OF HEALTHY SEXUALITYʹ
Chairperson: We will now read from Appendix A: ʹDimensions of Healthy Sexualityʹ cf. Sexual Anorexia-Overcoming Sexual SelfHatred by Patrick Carnes (non-SLAA approved).

Instructions: As people take turns in reading. It is suggested that we read from Left to Right and then go the next row.
SEE TABLE BELOW AS AN EXAMPLE.
e.g. 1...1…1... then 2…2….2…. etc..
Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality

Supportive Strategies

12 Step Principles

1. NURTURING—the capacity to receive care
from others and provide care for self.

1. SEEK MODELS OF NURTURING and note
how they apply to our sexuality. Plan specific
ways to nurture self and allow others to
nurture us. In general, to practice
acceptance and self-care.

1. THE FIRST STEP asks us to let others care for
us and to learn to take care of ourselves. This
means giving up control, letting go, and
trusting others.

2. SENSUALITY—the mindfulness of physical
senses that creates emotional, intellectual,
spiritual, and physical presence.

2. DETERMINE WHAT RULES prevent you
from being sensual and focused on the
present. Plan concrete and specific ways to
notice what your senses are telling you.
Integrate your sense awareness into your
sexual imagery.

2. THE SECOND STEP reminds us that an
awareness of little things helps us trust that
there are larger forces at to work in our lives. A
sense of wonder emerges if we are present to
our lives.

[GO TO NEXT SLIDE FOR READING]

Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality Supportive Strategies

12 Step Principles

1. NURTURING—the capacity to receive
1. SEEK MODELS OF NURTURING
care from others and provide care for self. and note how they apply to our
sexuality. Plan specific ways to
nurture self and allow others to
nurture us. In general, to practice
acceptance and self-care.

1. THE FIRST STEP asks us to let
others care for us and to learn to take
care of ourselves. This means giving
up control, letting go, and trusting
others.

2. SENSUALITY—the mindfulness of
physical senses that creates emotional,
intellectual, spiritual, and physical
presence.

2. THE SECOND STEP reminds us that
an awareness of little things helps us
trust that there are larger forces at to
work in our lives. A sense of wonder
emerges if we are present to our
lives.

2. DETERMINE WHAT RULES
prevent you from being sensual
and focused on the present. Plan
concrete and specific ways to
notice what your senses are
telling you. Integrate your sense
awareness into your sexual
imagery.

Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality Supportive Strategies

12 Step Principles

3. SELF-IMAGE—a positive selfperception that includes embracing your
sexual self.

3. ASK WHAT WERE THE
AGENDAS of the original
"programmers" of your sexuality;
discover which no longer fit in
your life, and what help you can
get now. Construct new sexual
affirmations.

3. THE THIRD STEP underlines the
leap of faith necessary to believe in
our- selves. The time-honored "act as
if" principle assumes a Higher Power
who made us lovable and sexual.

4. SELF-DEFINITION—a clear knowledge
of yourself, both positive and negative,
and the ability to express boundaries as
well as needs.

4. BEGIN TAKING A STAND about
who you are as a sexual person.
Clarify sexual priorities and set
boundaries so that you can be
safe and sexual. Cultivate
discernment through daily
meditation, reading, and sensual
attunement.

4. THE FOURTH STEP asks a "fearless"
inventory of who we are which
demands a more honest expression
of our needs.

Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality

Supportive Strategies

12 Step Principles

5. COMFORT-—the capacity to be at ease
about sexual matters with oneself and
with others.

5. CREATE GREATER COMFORT
ABOUT SEX by identifying and
overcoming negative and
dysfunctional family, religious,
and cultural messages about sex.
Confronting issues of sexual
preferences. Resolving issues
created by sexual abuse.

5. THE FIFTH STEP helps us to be fully
known by others, including all of our
"dark side." This helps us to be
comfortable to integrate those pieces
we used to hide.

6. KNOWLEDGE-—a knowledge base
about sex in general and about one's own
unique sexual patterns.

6. PAY ATTENTION to the many
ways sexual issues enter and
affect your day-to-day life. Learn
more about sexuality. Operate on
the basis of information, not
“rules”. Develop a plan to learn
more about your sexual self.

6. THE SIXTH STEP encourages us to
look deeper for "holes" or areas that
need work in our life. Some of our
most important lessons come to us
here.

Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality Supportive Strategies
7. RELATIONSHIP--—a capacity to have
intimacy and friendship with both those
of the same gender and opposite gender.

7. EXAMINE YOUR OWN BELIEFS
about men and women. Develop
deeper relationships with those of
both genders. Learn to separate the
erotic from relationships with those
of the gender to which you are
attracted. Identify those in your life
who support your efforts to change.

8. PARTNERSHIP-—the ability to maintain 8. EXPLORE HOW THE PRINCIPLES
an interdependent, equal relationship
OF HEALTHY SEXUALITY can change
that is intimate and erotic.
the rules of abandonment. Seek out
tools to confront sexual exploitation
and sexualized conflicts, needs, and
self-destructive patterns. Learn and
practice behaviours which build and
enhance enduring relationships.

12 Step Principles.
7. THE SEVENTH STEP allows us to take
another leap of faith that these more
difficult issues will also be overcome.
Working them out adds to our spiritual
and life experience.

8. THE EIGHTH STEP demands a
"rigorous" honesty which becomes
central to healthy relationships. This
honesty makes all relationships
durable and our sexual relationship
renewable in its eroticism.

Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality Supportive Strategies
9. NONGENITAL SEX-—the ability to
express erotic desire emotionally and
physically without the use of the genitals.

12 Step Principles.

9. LEARN MORE ABOUT NONGENITAL
TOUCH, and plan time to enjoy its
pleasures. Practice communicating
needs and desires; express what feels
good. Reduce focus on orgasm;
increase focus on the 'whole process
of sex. Use touch to gradually
acclimatize self to more fearful levels
of sexual contact.

9. THE NINTH STEP is the action step
that requires us to do what we can to
keep our relationships in order. That
means to use all means that we can and
to make amends for those areas in
which we have not done enough. It also
means that when we stop over
important parts like non- genital
expression, we can make up for it.

10. GENITAL SEX-the ability to freely
10. IDENTIFY AND WORK THROUGH
express erotic feelings with the use of the PROBLEMS of control and power in
genitals.
sex. Confront impotence and preorgasmic conditions. Review
resources on sexual information and
techniques. Choose some new sexual
techniques and make a plan for
experimenting with them.

10. THE TENTH STEP builds on the
principles of the previous nine and asks
that these principles be practiced in our
lives. Few activities demand the
integration of these principles more
than the use of the genitals.

Dimensions of Healthy Sexuality Supportive Strategies

12 Step Principles.

11. SPIRITUALITY—the ability to connect
sexual desire and expression to the value
and meaning of one's life.

11. SEEK OUT MODELS for creating
and communicating meaning in sex.
Acknowledge the link between
sexuality and spirituality. Examine
sexual history to determine where
you find meaning in sex. Learn to
communicate meaning concurrently
and consistently.

11. THE ELEVENTH STEP encourages
us to constantly improve our spiritual
consciousness In that way, we
remember our connectedness and
purpose.

12. PASSION—the capacity to express
deeply held feelings of desire and
meaning about one's sexual self,
relationships, and intimacy experience.

12. STATE PUBLICLY HOW YOU HAVE
CHANGED as a result of this process.
Publicly witness your
"conversation”—your new beliefs,
values, and ways of living. Leave the
"observer of life" status and actively
participate in the world around you.

12. THE TWELFTH STEP asks that we
bear witness to our experience to
others. Given the centrality of sex in
our lives, this includes sexual
experiences as well.
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WEEK 3.
Would someone please read?

Characteristics of Healthy Partners. ©

Below is the reading taken from a California SLAA meeting. It was a hybrid of original member shares:

• Taking the Initiative.
• Vulnerability- When people are vulnerable they share their thoughts and feelings.
• Nurturing- People who are nurturing express care for others, empathize with their pain, and affirm
their value.

• Honesty- When people are honest, they are able to claim both positive and negative feelings. They are
clear about their priorities and values.
• Expressing care- To be intimate, one has to risk being first.
• Remaining Engaged/ Staying Present- To say someone is emotionally present means that their feelings
are available, that the whole person is totally engaged.
• Working for Resolution- Trust builds when people finish things, including interpersonal transactions.
[GO TO GETTING CURRENT]

WEEK 4A

Would someone please read?

Characteristics of Sex and Love Anorexia.
(Developed by SLAA members during a women’s retreat. Not FWS approved.)

1. Having few healthy boundaries, we become sexually repulsed by and/or emotionally threatened by people without knowing them.
2. Fearing intimacy and vulnerability, we avoid closeness with others, concealing our dependency needs from ourselves and others, growing
more isolated and alienated from friends and loved ones, ourselves and God.
3. Fearing emotional and/or sexual nurturing, we compulsively avoid and stay away from romantic and sexual relationships, sometimes going
for years at a time without participating in dating or sustained relationships.
4. We over idealize love and sex or conversely confuse love and sex with physical and sexual abuse, shame, immorality, engulfment,
enmeshment, pity and/or the need to rescue or be rescued.
5. We retreat into the safety by being alone. Even if we long for intimacy and commitment, we continually avoid relationships and sexual
contacts.
6. We are deeply anxious and insecure but may cover feelings of stress, guilt, loneliness, anger, fear and envy with a persona of independence
and self-sufficiency. We may use self-reliance, martyrdom and/or deprivation as substitutes for nurturing, care and support.
7. We judge others and or project that others judge us. We employ distancing strategies and build emotional walls. We withhold love and sex
to feel in control and/or to control and manipulate others.
8. We may substitute intimate relationships with romantic or sexual fantasies and may use pornography, adult bookstores, strip clubs,
compulsive masturbation, anonymous sex and/or prostitutes to feed this fantasy world.
9. We avoid responsibility for ourselves by focusing on others, denying our own feelings, wants and needs and being emotionally unavailable
in relationships.
10. We stay enslaved to isolation.
11. We may mask our fears of authentic connection and sexuality by involving ourselves in addictive romantic and sexual relationships with
unavailable people.
12. We assign magical qualities to others. We idealize and fear them, then resent them for the power they hold over us.

[GO TO GETTING CURRENT]

WEEK 4B

Would someone please read?

Characteristics of Sexual Anorexia.
1. Sexual anorexia can be hidden underneath extreme behaviors, like sexual promiscuity, compulsive eating, compulsive
cleaning, alcoholism and co-dependency; and/or deprivation behaviors like hoarding, compulsive saving, compulsive
dieting, food anorexia and phobic responses.
2. Sometimes our distorted thinking has been influenced by culture, social or religious groups that view sex negatively.
3. Fearing sexual pleasure, we have rigid and judgmental attitudes about sex behaviors. Fearful of being discovered, we
become socially and spiritually anorexic.
4. Preoccupied and obsessed with others being sexual, we have a vivid fantasy life.
5. We sometimes have a morbid and persisting fear of sexual contact; therefore, we obsess and are hyper-vigilant around
sexual matters.
6. We can cycle from sex addiction to sexual anorexia out of deprivation and isolation but feel safer in sexual anorexia.
7. We have distorted perceptions of our body appearance. We sometimes fear being noticed at all and want to disappear.
8. We can have extreme loathing of body functions to avoid anything connected with sex.
9. We sometimes obsess, get depressed and/or have self-doubt about sexual adequacy.
10. We sometimes have excessive fear and preoccupation with sexually transmitted diseases.
11. We sometimes feel grandiosity from avoiding sex but still worry and obsess about the sexual intentions of others.
12. We sometimes have shame and self-loathing over sexual experiences and will react with self-destructive behavior to
limit, stop, or avoid sex.
[GO TO GETTING CURRENT]

WEEK 5A

THE 50 HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP QUESTIONS.
Each of us now has the opportunity to share on the topic of the 50 Healthy
Relationship Questions.
Instructions for The 50 Healthy Relationship Questions: The chairperson chooses the
first question. When sharing, please choose a question for the next person, read your
question and then share on that topic. The host/co-host will copy and paste the
relevant question into the CHAT box for everyone to see.

[GO TO GETTING CURRENT]

WEEK 5B

50 ANOREXIA DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS.
Each of us now has the opportunity to share on the topic of the 50 Anorexia
Diagnostic Questions.
Instructions for The 50 Anorexia Diagnostic Questions: The chairperson chooses the
first question. When sharing, please choose a question for the next person, read your
question and then share on that topic. The host/co-host will copy and paste the
relevant question into the CHAT box for everyone to see.

[GO TO GETTING CURRENT]

Sharing Time.
•

•

•

Each of us now has the opportunity to share on the topic and/or to “get current” on what is currently happening in our
lives. As anorectics, we have a tendency to hide from ourselves and each other. As a result, the world can be
overwhelming. Any circumstance, which threatens exposure is likely to trigger anorectic behaviour. We need to share
our thoughts and feelings and our anorexic “acting out” experiences with each other, allowing the light of our
God/Higher Power to fall on these hidden areas of our lives. Within the boundaries of our time together, each person is
free to share as little or as much as he or she chooses, without fear of judgment from other SLAA HOW members.
Through this voluntary sharing of our real selves in a supportive environment, we gain courage to begin developing
authentic unhurried intimacy with ourselves and others.
TIME: The meeting is now open for sharing for everyone who has 14 or more days of SLAA bottom line sobriety. The
timekeeper will give us a one-minute warning to wrap up. If you would like to share, please post your first name and if
you have more than 14 days of bottom line SLAA sobriety. Sponsors who have slipped may share after 7 days of SLAA
bottom line sobriety. At 10 minutes after the hour, Newcomers or those with less than 14 days of SLAA HOW bottom
line sobriety can come in and share. Beside your name please type the word ‘newcomer’ or -14. If time permits and
after everyone has shared, we can open the floor to +14 or 2nd shares. Time is divided equally between those present so
this evening sharing will be for ___ minutes each and ends 10 minutes before the end of the meeting. [20 minutes after
the hour]
TIMEKEEPER: Would you be happy to carry on keeping time? Timekeeper will start the time after the person introduces
themselves (including their questions if questions are used).

The meeting is now open for sharing. “Would ________like to share”?

th
7

Tradition.

Chairperson: [20 minutes after the hour] This brings us to the end of sharing. If you didn’t get chance to share,
please stay for fellowship after the meeting. I will now hand the meeting back to the Secretary.
Secretary: The 7th Tradition states we are self-supporting through our own contributions. Your contributions go
towards Group Expenses such a Zoom.us, a future website and Fellowship World Wide Services
(http://www.slaafws.org). Be mindful of your own needs first, and give only as you can. Please use PayPal sending
your contribution to slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com.
Would all available sponsors please post in the CHAT Window, state the length of your sobriety and to what level you
are able to sponsor. Newcomers or those looking for a Sponsor, please feel free to IM potential sponsors directly
after the meeting.
Are there any service reports or SLAA related announcements? (PLEASE ANNOUNCE ANY SERVICE POSITIONS
VACANT - Explain what is involved in the relevant position).
That brings us to the close of this SLAA HOW Meeting.
START SHARING SCREEN.

Would someone please read?

The SLAA Promises.
If you have decided to follow the suggestions of this program, a new life will begin to unfold within you.
Along with this new life are promises that will guide and sustain you. They are manifesting among us,
sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly.
1. We will regain control of our lives.
2. We will begin to feel dignity and respect for ourselves.
3. The Loneliness will subside and we will begin to enjoy being alone.
4. We will no longer be plagued by an unceasing sense of longing.
5. In the company of family and friends, we will be with them in body and mind.
6. We will pursue interests and activities that we desire for ourselves.
7. Love will be a committed, thoughtful decision rather than a feeling by which we are overwhelmed.
8. We will Love and Accept ourselves.
9. We will relate to others from a state of wholeness.
10.We will extend ourselves to nurture our own spiritual growth and that of others.
11.We will make peace with our past and make amends to those we have harmed.
12.We will be thankful for what has been given us, what has been taken away and what has been left
behind.

Would someone please read?

The 12 Signs of Recovery in SLAA.
1. We seek to develop a daily relationship with a Higher Power, knowing that we are not alone in our efforts to heal
ourselves from our addiction.
2. We are willing to be vulnerable because the capacity to trust has been restored to us by our faith in a Higher Power.
3. We surrender, one day at a time, our whole life strategy of, and our obsession with the pursuit of romantic and
sexual intrigue and emotional dependency.
4. We learn to avoid situations that may put us at risk physically, morally, psychologically or spiritually.
5. We learn to accept and love ourselves, to take responsibility for our own lives, and to take care of our own needs
before involving ourselves with others.
6. We become willing to ask for help, allowing ourselves to be vulnerable and learning to trust and accept others.
7. We allow ourselves to work through the pain of our low self-esteem and our fears of abandonment and
responsibility. We learn to feel comfortable in solitude.
8. We begin to accept our imperfections and mistakes as part of being human, healing our shame and perfectionism
while working on our character defects.
9. We begin to substitute honesty for self-destructive ways of expressing emotions and feelings.
10. We become honest in expressing who we are, developing true intimacy in our relationships with ourselves and
others.
11. We learn to value sex as a by-product of sharing, commitment, trust and cooperation in a partnership.
12. We are restored to sanity, on a daily basis, by participating in the process of recovery.

In Closing.
Secretary: The opinions expressed here today are our own and not necessarily those of SLAA as a
whole. I would like to thank the following people for helping to make this meeting possible through
their service:
Host: (name), Co-Host: (name), Treasurer: Rob, Secretary: (name), Chair Person: (name) and Time
keeper: (name).
I would also like to thank everyone who shared, read or simply attended, without you this meeting
would not have happened. Thank you for the opportunity to serve as secretary this evening, we look
forward to someone else volunteering to be secretary for the meeting next week. Also to chair a
meeting, a member should have a minimum of 2 weeks of SLAA HOW sobriety from bottom lines.
Take what you like and leave the rest. Reason things out, talk to each other, let there be no gossip or
criticism amongst us. Rather let the peace and love and understanding of this programme grow in you
one day at a time.
Please stick around for fellowship after the meeting.
Please unmute your microphone and join (Co-Host) in the Serenity Prayer.

SERENITY PRAYER & ANONYMITY.
God grant me the serenity,
to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.
Who you see here, what you hear here, when you leave here, let it stay here,
Keep coming back it works if you work it,
so work it you're worth it.
[IF IT IS WEEK 1 WE HAVE A GROUP CONSCIENCE MEETING IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS MEETING
FOR MAXIMUM OF 20 MIN]

Business Meeting Format.
Open the Business Meeting with the Serenity Prayer in the WE version, knowing we are not alone:GOD, GRANT US THE SERENITY,

TO ACCEPT THE THINGS WE CAN NOT CHANGE,
THE COURAGE TO CHANGE THE THINGS WE CAN,
AND THE WISDOM TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE.
•Could speakers please introduce yourself, with your name and how you identify in this fellowship, each time you
would like to share on motions and other business meeting agenda items? We can also vote in those wishing to fill
any vacant on-going service positions.
•Our agenda always begins with service positions for the upcoming month and a treasurers’ report. So agenda
items are:
1) Secretary for the upcoming month/6 months
2) Host and Co-Host for the upcoming month
3) Chairperson for the upcoming month
4) Treasurers’ Report – balance and activity
5) Other Items? Are there any other items to add to the agenda? etc…

Business Meeting Format.
•

Item 1) Would someone volunteer to be Host and would someone volunteer to Co-Host for the next month?
As Host-This involves logging into ZOOM as SLAA Trailblazers, starting the ZOOM meeting.
As Co-Host- Would share the script using the ‘Share Screen’ option in ZOOM.

•

Item 2) Would someone volunteer to be Secretary for the month?
This involves monitoring the SLAA Trailblazers email account, responding to email relating to the Monday’s
SLAA HOW Anorexia ZOOM meetings and tracking items for and coordinating the monthly business meetings.

•

Item 3) Would someone volunteer to act as Chairperson for the next month’s meetings?
This involves leading the meeting by reading the script and creating a welcoming and inclusive meeting
atmosphere for all participants, including newcomers.

•

If there are any other items,

We ask the person who brought up the item to explain the request - for direction, for decision, or for discussion.
We ask them to put forward a motion. We ask then, for a seconder. Once the motion is seconded, we ask for any
discussion, thoughts, or comments.

Business Meeting Format.
•Once all who wish to, have had a chance to share, we then vote, asking first, if there are any objections. If there are no
objections, the motion is accepted.
•If there are objections, count the number and then ask for those in favor. If there are more in favor than those
opposed, the motion is accepted.
•If there are more opposed than those in favor, the motion is defeated.
TREASURER’S REPORT.
•Once all items on the agenda are decided or we reach 20 minutes, whichever comes first, the business meeting is
concluded.
•And now we have come to the end of our business meeting. Will all who wish to, join me in the Serenity Prayer in the
‘we’ version remembering we are not alone and that our Higher Power is leading us:

God grant us the serenity,
to accept the things we cannot change,
the courage to change the things we can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.

SLAA HOW ANOREXIA
You are Never alone:
Group Email: slaa.trailblazers@yahoo.com
Skype SLAA Trailblazers Service Box: https://join.skype.com/eEfFM6YGNdak
Skype SLAA Trailblazers General Chat IM Box: https://join.skype.com/axey28GMj5LU
Yahoo Group: slaasupport@yahoogroups.com

